women, for example, readily joined the throng, walking out unveiled and in many cases unchaperoned. Fashionable young ladies were the most trammelled by maidservants and companions; but by no means completely so, as contemporary illustrations, letters, and novels attested. 4 Meanwhile, working women walked alone or in company as a matter of course. If some streets had their dangers, especially by night, there was no suggestion of a female curfew, or that the city streets were seen as intrinsically male terrain. 5 On the contrary, access to the relative mobility and personal freedoms of town life around the clock was often adduced as an attraction to women migrants from the countryside. 6 While there were legal constraints upon many aspects of street conductfrom riotous assembly to disorderly behaviour to persistent begging -English common law furthermore upheld traditional rights of passage, even for notorious characters. 7 Malefactors had the right to pass unhindered, although, after legislation in 1802, they were not supposed to lurk in public places. 8 Equally, prostitutes could not be arrested simply for appearing out of doors or for walking about peaceably. That was affirmed in 1709 by a key ruling from 4 Contemporaries did not usually specify whether young ladies were attended in public or not; but novelists allowed their heroines to move about town freely, without feeling the need for any comment on this behaviour. Thus not only did the naïve heroine of E. Haywood's Miss Betsey Thoughtless (London, 1751) travel about on her own, but so did the prudent Anne Elliott in J. Austen's Persuasion (London, 1818) . On more formal occasions, however, and at night, it was more customary for young ladies by be escorted by a servant, chaperon, or party of friends. 5 Concern to shield respectable women from the dangers of the streets, especially at night, was anxiously voiced in the policing debates of the 1820s and 1830s, by contrast with more relaxed attitudes earlier: see A. Clark, Women's Silence, Men's Violence: Sexual Assault in England, 1770-1845 (London, 1987) , . In practice, however, it proved difficult to restrict respectable women in Victorian England to the domestic hearth; and attention was redirected toward street safety and regulation. 6 For female migration to town, see P.J. Corfield, The Impact of English Towns, 1700-1800 (Oxford, 1982 9 In practice, the legal boundary between rights of access and the regulation of public behaviour was far from clear. Rogues, beggars, and vagabonds were vulnerable to arrest, especially if loitering and 'unable to give a good account of themselves'; and prostitutes could be charged as 'disorderly', 10 but there was no automatic ban.
In the busy towns, therefore, all comers had access to the public terrain.
That was a necessary component of urban expansion and an easy recruitment of an immigrant population from the countryside. City dwellers were accustomed to move easily among strangers. Newcomers walked freely in the streets, although those who looked too Scottish risked abuse, 11 and those who looked too French, ridicule. 12 The larger and more accessible the town, the readier the acceptance of strangers, whereas, in smaller villages, in was not unknown for (London, 1977) , 49-72. 10 There were many specified exemptions, such as discharged soldiers and sailors begging their way home. 11 Anti-Scottish feeling was commonly voiced in eighteenth-century England, especially during Bute's controversial ministry in 1761-3. For reference to anti-Scottish graffiti in hostelries on the Great North Road, see T. Smollett, The Expedition of Humphry Clinker (London, 1831) , 224. 12 'When people see a well-dressed person in the streets, … he will, without doubt, be called "French dog" twenty times perhaps before he reaches his destination', recorded a French-speaking Swiss visitor in June 1726: see C. de Saussure, A Foreign View of England in the Reigns of George I and George II, transl. by Mme de Muyden (London, 1902) , 112.
Bosworth in Leicestershire, then housing fewer than 700 inhabitants. By contrast, he had earlier been delighted with his reception in the Midlands metropolis of Birmingham, 'the seat of civility', in 1741. 13 Universality in the city streets conferred a continuing diversity as well as personal mobility. Walking therefore was not only a utilitarian necessity but also an agreeable form of informal entertainment in its own right. The urban promenade was the occasion for the citizens to sally forth to view the sights and each other: 'to see and be seen', in the famous phrase. 14 It was an integral part of city social life. Indeed, it remains so in many urban cultures today. Venues and informal timetables for the promenade in the towns of eighteenth-century
England were variegated, the weather adding its own unpredictability. 'It should never rain at a public place', sighed John Byng, one rainy June in Cheltenham in 1781. 15 In many cities, the main occasions for social walking were on Sundays, on holidays, and at special festivities, although the new pastime of windowshopping was enjoyed more frequently. Meanwhile, in London and in the specialist spas and resorts, fashionable society promenaded daily in the season, both in the mornings and the afternoon (weather permitting enclosed. In this period, furthermore, there was a marked development and formalisation of special areas for this purpose, pioneered particularly in spas, resorts, and leisure cities, but emulated in many urban centres. New streets were laid out and designated as 'parades', 'walks', and 'promenades'. 17 Town squares also represented a triumph of formalised public space over mere developmental density. These areas were often planted with trees and greenery, to celebrate rus in urbe. 18 Meanwhile, in the seaside resorts, visitors were invited to stroll out over the waves on jetties or upon the specially built piers. 19 These places ranged from the ultra-fashionable to the raffish; the social promenade was enjoyed by all classes of society.
Parks were also popular places for this pastime, and special pleasure gardens were also promoted for the congregation of the citizenry. There were constantly new sights to be seen, strangers to be evaluated, judgements to be made, routes to be navigated, addresses to be found, footsteps to be placed.
Pedestrians were advised to keep their eyes open, their wits about them.
The sublime and the ridiculous were often simultaneously close at hand.
Newcomers, having difficulties in finding their way around, sought directions from innkeepers, porters, hackney-carriage drivers, or simply from passers-by.
Visitors could also consult local street directories, which were produced in a growing numbers of cities in the later eighteenth century. 28 More specialised inquiries were aided by the publication of specialist handbooks to the professions and to the book trades. Meanwhile, another interest was catered to by magazines, published in London and Edinburgh, offering guidance to the 'Amorous Walk'. These were semi-facetious listings of 'ladies of pleasure', 26 See P. Rogers, The Augustan Vision (London, 1978) Indeed, compilers of city handbooks expressed a covert -and not-socovert -admiration for the ingenuity and skill of the city sharpers. By contrast, the country dwellers were invariably depicted as slow moving and dim witted.
They were teased for their ignorance and backwardness. Whatever the merits of pastoral scenery, the ordinary residents of arcadia were not much admired by the literate and urbane eighteenth-century culture. Urban enthusiasm for country life was rapidly turned into boredom after a brief visit, satirists noted slyly.
34
The rural squirearchy, the Bob Acres of England, 35 were objects for unkind laughter, as were their tenantry and labourers, who were commonly designated as 'clowns', 'boobies' and 'bumpkins'. Such terms were 'very ready in the mouth of every citizen and apprentice', it was reported in 1793. 36 An eminent authority gave cautious support to that view. For John Locke in 1690 the denizens of woods and forests were 'irrational' and 'untaught', the inhabitants of cities and palaces by contrast being civil and rational, although he stressed that the latter did not thereby have a better understanding of the fundamental laws of nature. 38 The challenge of the city environment, however, had produced a certain alertness and sharpness among its population, whether or not they had received a formal 'town education'. 39 In a society that stressed the values of 'Reason' and 'Enlightenment', these were significant accolades.
There was, then, alongside the traditional fear of urban corruption and danger, an emergent and rival viewpoint in eighteenth-century English culture.
The new pro-town emphasis was unsentimental, zestful, and confident. It was also accorded increasingly vocal public expression. The stereotype of the eighteenth century -as an era when complacent landowners were endlessly bowed to by an obsequious peasantry in a placid countryside -takes insufficient account of the functional dynamism of English urban society, let alone the extent of agrarian change. Indeed, the country gentry, not to mention their wives If the pro-country enthusiasts were at times consciously nostalgic and arcadian, the pro-town lobby had more than a hint of intellectual and cultural arrogance. It was with unmistakeable urban confidence, for example, that Karl
Marx and Friedrich Engels in 1848 affirmed that the modern rule from the 40 Many landowning families spent a sizeable part of the year in town for 'the season', whether at London, the spas, the seaside resorts, or the county capitals, all of which reported many visiting 'gentry'. Indeed, a substantial clientele of town and country gentry was needed to keep these places in business. Landowner absenteeism from the English countryside has not been studied in detail but a recent overview has suggested that it was increasing notably, in the century after 1640, especially in the Home Counties (London, 1979) , 5-9, 37-88.
shops, and coffeehouses also shared in the circulation and dissemination of news -and gave refreshment and shelter to city walkers.
Written material was abundant, including handbills, fly-sheets, newspapers, prints, pamphlets, ballad-and song-sheets. The Icon Libellorum in 1715 estimated, with some exaggeration, that the nation's entire population was sustained by popular pamphlets: the poor who hawked and sole them, and the well-to-do, who read them to discover the secrets and church and state. 48 Individual copies of papers were sold, resold, and read aloud in alehouses and coffeehouses. Alexander Pope in 1712 commented wryly on the universal solemnity with which both grave and trivial matters were discussed, and he proposed a 'newsletter of whispers' to 'slake the general thirst after news'.
49
The fictional Sir Gregory Gazette (1748) Eventually, in the long term, world-wide urbanisation has meant that the town has become less the exception, much more a routine social norm. That has blurred the sense of drama engendered by early growth. Undoubtedly, in eighteenth-century England, urban residents were still a minority of the total population, in 1800 as in 1700. But they lived in the focal points of economic and cultural expansionism, in places vivid with diversity and experience.
CHALLENGE
By 1801 England and Wales already constituted one of the most densely urbanised areas in the world, with approximately one of three inhabitants living in centres with more than 2,500 inhabitants. 72 Within that complex, metropolitan London was itself a major concentration of population, which was unrivalled in Europe or the Americas, and scarcely exceeded elsewhere. 73 Meanwhile, England's fast-changing urban system was becoming more visibly polycentric. The number and size of English provincial towns -often described as 'little Londons' or 'London in miniature' 74 -were both growing, so that they contained among them by 1801 twice the population of the great capital city.
Nor was the urban experience confined to long-term residents. The towns were circulating systems, through which passed numerous visitors and temporary residents. There were complaints that landowners were leaving their rural responsibilities in pursuit of urban pleasures. A worried cleric complained melodramatically in 1766 that 'flies and machines pass from city to city; great towns become the winter residencies of those whose slenderness of fortune will not carry them to London; and the country is every where deserted'.
75
As successful city life drew sustenance from good communications, so the residents and municipalities devoted much attention to sustaining access and mobility. In a manner characteristic of the eighteenth century, changes were made in a distinctly piecemeal fashion, varying from town to town, and often from parish to parish, too. Yet, overall, a visible process of streamlining and specialisation can be detected, in response both to the growing pressures of traffic of all kinds and to the quest for urban 'improvement'. That had ramifications for city streets, for city governments, and for city walkers. acquired an old-fashioned connotation. In practice, most towns remained highly eclectic in street layout, but access to a number of historic cities was facilitated by a blithe destruction of their medieval walls and gateways. 87 New pressures for streamlining led to curbs on the luxuriance of the pendant shop signs. Many places followed the example of London and Westminster in 1762, ordering advertising matter to be affixed to walls rather than protruding overhead.
88
In addition, from the later eighteenth century onward there were moves to improve identification by posting street names and by ensuring for the first time that all urban housing was numbered. 89 Postal addresses thereby became much more precise, and direct postal services to the home multiplied. Changes were not made solely with pedestrians in mind. There was intensified competition between rival road users. Traditional bylaws, which had insisted that horses be led and not ridden within the confines of city centres, could not be sustained against the attraction of wheeled speed. The growing numbers of coaches and carriages did not, however, usurp complete priority. Certainly their clientele tended to be the more wealthy and powerful, yet rich and poor alike had an interest in avoiding accidents and traffic jams. Gradually, therefore, the allocation of road space became regulated. Pedestrian areas were therefore increasingly separated from driving zones, being demarcated by posts or by 87 See Corfield, Impact, 180. Eighteenth-century architectural taste followed Palladio's recommendation that urban streets in cool climates be broad and commodious, for convenience, circulation, light, and ornamentation: I. Ware, ed. It took continuous labour to tackle the grime and rubbish that collected in these highways. All places made some efforts in this direction, employing scavengers, sweepers, and the reclusive nightsoilmen, whose carts of human refuse creaked through the streets after dark. But standards varied quite markedly. Noisome courts and alleys often lay behind fashionable well-tended 90 The chronology of these developments is by no means clear; but Gay in Trivia, for example, referred to street posts in early eighteenth-century London (Dearing, ed., John Gay, I, 146) and they were often depicted, from mid-century onward, in prints and drawings of main streets. 91 This custom had developed without recourse to statute law and was not given legislative endorsement until it was accepted (not created) in the statute codifying highways law in 1835-6: Spearman, The Common and Statute Law, 165. the time, quite eclipsing candle power -especially when it is remembered that the urban bright lights shone until late at night, in contrast to the darkness of the surrounding countryside. In some places, evening walkers still navigated by the help of the moon. Birmingham's Lunar Society immortalised its assistance.
Increasingly, however, the work of progressive municipalities and lighting commissions took over from the householder the responsibility for illumination, beginning with the main thoroughfares and places of congregation. 97 At dusk, lamplighters with ladders and cans of oil, busied themselves, extending the hours of urban activity into the night. Only in the two ancient university cities were attempts made to maintain a scholastic curfew, but the young scholars were nonetheless to be observed after dark, 'roaring drunk about the streets, which is called being fresh'. 98 Crowds congregating in the streets represented both entertainment and hazard. The extent and nature of policing therefore became a matter of serious debate in eighteenth-century England, as traditional administrative and legal practices were put under pressure by the intensification and diffusion of urban growth. Problems were particularly visible in London and the largest provincial towns, where calls for reform were most urgent. 99 Yet, at the same time, many defended strongly the traditional freedom from stringent street controls. The term police itself, which was just coming into currency, was deplored as a foreign term, just as later the Victorian bobby's cry of 'Move on there!' attracted popular resentment as being thoroughly 'unEnglish'. 100 Preservation of order, in the eighteenth century, was the job of the parish constabulary, aided by the night watchmen, who patrolled with pikes, staves, and badges of office. 101 In addition, after legislation in 1744, magistrates were empowered to organise a quarterly 'privy search' at night, to apprehend 'rogues and vagabonds'. 102 Many minor offences were then dealt with by summary jurisdiction from the local justices, while major ones went before the courts. 103 The legal code itself was sanguinary, if unsystematic and often confusing; but law enforcement in practice was low-key and highly decentralised. 104 There were certainly new developments in policing in the course of the eighteenth century, but those also tended to be piecemeal and localised. 105 Much was left to the discretion of magistrates, with relatively limited resources of enforcement.
Yet the system was sufficiently successful, despite some scares, to keep interpersonal violence down to comparatively low levels. The streets were often rowdy and boisterous; and street robbery, especially pickpocketing, was almost certainly on the increase. But even the admonitory 'rogue' literature stressed the moral and financial pitfalls of town life rather than direct risks to life and dangerous to walk in -even for Men, as, if you return a word or look for all the abusive Names they bestow on Passengers most plentifully, I believe they would make no scruple of tearing you Limb from Limb'. 109 Rumours, however unsubstantiated, had an impact upon public opinion, and they could not be checked against official criminal statistics, since none were compiled in this
period. Yet, overall, neither the real nor reputed dangers proved sufficient to discourage migration and mobility.
Certainly, it was rare for men in the town streets of eighteenth-century
England to carry personal weapons of war. Fights and drawls, when they did occur, were conducted with fisticuffs, or perhaps cudgels. Constables and night watchmen also went unarmed but for their wooden staves, and that tradition was generally accepted. 110 Gentlemen, who were entitled by rank to wear swords in public, decreasingly invoked the privilege, except on ceremonial occasions. 'Stationary' mendicants, with their own regular pitch, tended to be relatively more accepted than the 'movables', who followed the crowds. 119 But many, among the respectable poor as well as the rich, deplored all forms of street begging. One critic in 1807 defined it as 'a most indelible disgrace to these enlightened times'. 120 During this period, therefore, the developing framework of parochial poor relief, combined with legal penalties and social disapproval, contributed to a long-term reduction in street begging, 121 although it by no means disappeared entirely and many places, which were reported to have cleared the 'problem', found that it recurred in hard times. were the stuff of urban humour, with special laughter reserved for the country bumpkins, who were city bedazzled that they bowed to the footman instead of the mayor, and gallantly saluted the chambermaid in lieu of the mistress of the house. Another well-worn joke was to mistake a streetwalker for a lady of fashion.
Judgements had to be made quickly. Street traders and prostitutes became professionally skilled at this art. City dwellers knew little of the hundreds of people they encountered daily. It was not feasible to enquire minutely into each individual's background, birth, status, wealth, temperament, or abilities. As a consequence, rigid distinctions of rank were not easily maintained in a crowded street. Street salutations tended to become brisk and utilitarian. The female 126 Beattie, Crime and the Courts, 36-8. 127 Dearing, ed., John Gay, I, 151.
curtsy was attenuated into a bob, 128 while the male tradition of doffing to a social 'superior' began also to be minimised. The hat was touched or raised fractionally, rather than given a full flourish. Sometimes acknowledgement was omitted completely. A visiting cleric at Bath in 1766 was shocked to see that his colleagues felt able to 'pass by the side of a Bishop, without any compliment to his Episcopal Order'. 129 Hat honour, however, was still found as a mark of respect from men to women and between acquaintances; but newcomers in town were warned against 'spungers', who attempted to elevate their own status by hat doffing to every fashionable party they passed. 130 But, in general, the relative anonymity of city streets conferred ample opportunities for avoiding automatic recognition, for those who wanted that.
The quintessentially urban Addison was not alone in finding village society too intrusive. There was little personal privacy, when all were known to one another. 'I shall therefore retire into the town', he wrote in 1711, 'and get into the crowd again as fast as I can, in order to be alone'. The first arrival in a great city could be an undeniably disconcerting, not to say overwhelming, experience.
Yet, once established in town, residents had some freedom of manoeuvre. 'I can … at the same time enjoy all the Advantages of Company, with all the privileges of Solitude', as Addison concluded happily. 131 The larger the town, the greater the potential for seclusion; London was therefore unrivalled in that respect.
many a mortified aspirant testified. Fanny Burney, herself a social traveller, was, for example, sarcastic about the tradesman's son, whose lack of style to match his fine new feathers 'very effectually destroyed his aim of figuring, and rendered all his efforts useless'. 136 But these niceties were less apparent in the immediacy of the streets, and identification by dress and appearance was certainly more adaptable than social categorisation by rank and birth.
Rapid turnovers of personnel and the quick, fleeting vision of town styles together contributed also to encourage the growing velocity of fashion turnover in eighteenth-century England. Inspiration was often derived from Paris and a widening network of international influences, but the towns then acted as centres for the circulation and transmission of innovation. 137 Furthermore, the streets made essential showcases for those dramatic fashions that needed crowd attention for their best effect. Courts and polite assemblies were no longer the sole venues for display.
Different sections of society evolved their own customs and codes. The tilt of a man's hat could be used to indicate his group and even political allegiance. Meanwhile, the startling young Macaronis, who paraded the streets in the 1760s and 1770s with huge high-pointed wigs (see following illustration), were successors to the urban fops, coxcombs, pretty fellows, sparks, and bloods of earlier eras, as well as precursors of the loungers, dandies, bucks, swells, mashers, 138 and street-wise generations to follow.
Society in the eighteenth century was visibly pluralistic. In general, these communities were not starkly polarised between a small minority of great wealth and a multitude of destitute paupers. On the contrary, there was a fastchanging distribution of affluence, a new diversity of occupations and status.
The sixteenth-century Sumptuary Laws, that had attempted to designate appropriate clothing to be worn by different ranks and occupations, had lapsed long before they were given the analytical coup de grâce by Adam Smith in 1776, who denounced them as 'the highest impertinence and presumption in kings and ministers'. 139 In particular, the growing visibility and confidence of the urban middle class bridged the extremes. 'The different Stations of Life so run into and mix with each other', complained the Dean of Gloucester in the 1770s, 'that it is hard to say where one ends and the other begins'. 140 Wealth and poverty had not disappeared, but minute gradations of rank and degree were blurring. A new terminology of 'class' began to take over from the older language, 141 while the informal street slang for 'nobs', 'cits', and various other 'cullies' was yet more diversified and expressive.
Amid this confusion, many optimistic newcomers, in search of the fabled streets paved with gold, found also broken paving stones and muddy gutters.
Urbanisation has always held out greater prospects of social mobility than it has ever achieved. Yet the eighteenth-century towns and cities presented and themselves represented economic opportunity, social mutability, and a potential mass energy. Many were physically as well as socially attractive places, although the quality of urban amenities was never uniform. And everywhere, living among the crowds brought an intensity and vitality of experience that could allow city dwellers to become attached to even the least outwardly prepossessing places. 142 Urban streets therefore displayed the 'full tide of human existence', in the words of Dr Johnson's friendly tribute to London's Charing-Cross. 143 All manner of events happened in these public places: work and play, love and death. They provided space for philosophic meditation; 144 informal pulpits for outdoor preachers; pillories for petty offenders undergoing public penance;
venues for the servants' annual hiring fairs; and homes for vagrants sleeping rough, although it was rare, in the damp English clime, to find whole families living permanently on the pavements, as happens in some parts of the world. 145 Processions, games, and festivities drew crowds into the streets, which constituted a free and accessible public theatre for all age groups. Incorporated cities had grand civic parades, 146 in which, for example, the mayor of Norwich was accompanied to the cathedral by a splendid snap-dragon, while at Coventry (from 1678 onward) Lady Godiva rode in the annual 'Grand Show Fair'. Each town had its own cycle of fairs and festivities -including fireworks on 5
November and impromptu rituals on May Day, when country milkmaids, carrying silver, and chimney sweeps, carrying garlands, promenaded to collect money. 147 Some festivals included communal games, which attracted large audiences from town and countryside. 148 Famous events were the annual bullrunning at Stamford in mid-November and Derby's Shrovetide football match, played in the streets by hundreds of young men.
Large and rowdy gatherings, even of an unarmed populace, caused some magisterial unease. Yet they also affirmed communal identity on public terrain.
Municipal leaders were therefore far from invariably hostile to open-air meetings. At contested elections in parliamentary boroughs, for example, little restraint was placed upon partisan crowds at the polling booths, cheering, mobbing, and sometimes throwing stones, while later the victorious candidates were triumphantly 'chaired' before the people, 'like the figure of a pope at a bonfire', wrote Horace Walpole, who hated the experience. 149 On other occasions, too, aggressive crowds were tacitly condoned. In the 1750s, for example, an Anglican magistracy allegedly winked at anti-Methodist brawls'. 150 Communal protest also claimed the streets. That was particularly apparent when grievances escalated into riots. The streets became arenas for milling assemblies of demonstrators, who attacked property and manhandled opponents.
These were tense occasions, albeit varying in temper and duration. 151 As a challenge to order, riots were quashed -by force, if they did not end spontaneously; but, to clarify the law, magistrates were required publicly to read the Riot Act (1715) and then allow rioters an hour to disperse. 152 That could lead to farce. At the Nottingham cheese riot in 1766, a well-thrown cheese knocked out the mayor, while he stood proclaiming his text. 153 But it indicated official caution at invoking the army against street politicians, especially as it was widely, if wrongly, assumed that troops were not to be used until the act had been read. 154 Most anarchic (but least typical) of civil commotions in this period were London's Gordon Riots in June 1780, when mismanaged antiCatholic agitation escalated into mayhem and bloodshed -as shown below. 155 But it was not until the mid-1790s that Pitt's government, worried by both French revolution and English radicalism, legislated to curtail rights of public assembly, 156 eventually taming, though not ending, street protest. 
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